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Learning Objectives

 What is the POLST form?

 National POLST effort

 MMA POLST task force

 Implementation of POLST in Minnesota
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What is the POLST form?

 “POLST” stands for Provider Orders for Life 

Sustaining Treatment.

 Tool to be used by primary care providers 

(physicians, nurse practitioners, physician assistants) 

in discussing end-of-life treatment choices with 

terminally ill patients and their families.

 Form is filled out and signed by the provider for use 

by other providers, EMS, ER, nursing home staff, and 

home care nurses.
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Minnesota POLST form
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How is the POLST form different 

from a Healthcare Directive?

 The POLST form: 

 Can serve as a supplement to  healthcare directive.  

 I s intended for patients who have on-average, less 

than six months to live.

 I s filled out and signed by the patient’s primary care 

provider when discussing end-of-life treatment 

options with the patient.

 I s intended for use during emergency end-of-life 

treatment.
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How is a POLST form Different 

from a Healthcare Directive?

 Healthcare directives: 

 Are filled out and signed by a patient at any 

point in their life.

 Are less specific, and are intended for the 

patient’s medical team as well as his/her 

family members.
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National POLST Effort

 POLST began in Oregon in 1991 because patient wishes 
for life-sustaining treatments were not being honored 
consistently despite the availability of advance directives. 

 The Center for Ethics in Health Care at Oregon Health & 
Science University convened representatives from 
stakeholder health care organizations to develop the 
form. 

 Over one million forms have been distributed to date in 
Oregon, and the use of POLST is now the accepted 
medical standard of care. I t is used by all hospices and 
over 95%  of nursing homes in the state. 
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National POLST Effort

 Other states (New York, Pennsylvania, 

Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin) were 

early to develop programs similar to Oregon's 

POLST program. 

 In 2004, leaders of these programs became the 

original members of the National POLST 

Paradigm Initiative Task Force which facilitates 

the development of other POLST programs. 
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National POLST Efforts

http://www.ohsu.edu/polst/programs/state+programs.htm
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MMA POLST Task Force

 MMA learned that there were multiple versions of the 
POLST form in circulation in Minnesota.

 Allina

 ECHO in Duluth

 Others (using a similar form but not called POLST)

 Multiple forms decrease the efficiency for first 
responders.  

 MMA Ethics and Medical Legal Affairs Committee agreed 
to form a task force to develop a single (POLST) form 
that will be acceptable to all interested parties in the 
State of Minnesota. 
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MMA POLST Task Force

MMA sent out an open invitation to anyone 

interested in joining the task force in 

2009.

 Representatives from:

 Medical, nursing, health law, hospice, EMS

 Metro and greater Minnesota

 Invites sent to those participating in national 

POLST teleconferences
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MMA POLST Task Force

 Task force has met on six occasions.

 Form development began by comparing 
the POLST forms being used by Allina and 
Echo, as well as POLST forms being used 
in other states.

 The layout and content of the form were 
carefully considered by the task force 
participants.
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Considerations RE: MN POLST 

Layout

 MN POLST form is white with conspicuous 
black block that says “POLST” in the upper 
and lower right corners

 Can print it off from any computer

 Can find in stack of papers

 Can reproduce or download blank copies

 Can make copies of completed forms 

 Can fax it

 Can easily move toward electronic versions

 2 pages
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Considerations RE: MN POLST 

Content:  Patient/Surrogate Signing 

the Form
 Controversial

 Physicians sign DNR orders and don’t require patient’s 
signature to do so.

 Not having patient signature could increase providers 
to liability risk (did informed consent take place?).

 Patient signature is required per inter-company 
policies at some heath care facilit ies.

 Better to have the patient’s signature so that 
form can easily travel with the patient between 
health care facilit ies.
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Considerations RE: MN POLST 

Content:  Can Physician Assistants 

Sign off?

 MD, DO and NP can sign a POLST form.

 PA’s wanted the ability to sign too, for 

patients in rural areas that don’t have 

access to an MD, DO or NP.

 Per MN Board of Medical Practice:

“Physician Assistants permitted to sign 

POLST, subject to supervisory agreement 

with physician.”
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MN POLST Endorsement

 Form was endorsed by the Emergency 

Medical Services Regulatory Board and the 

MMA Board of Trustees in the fall of 2009.

 Two versions of the form are currently 

available on the MMA’s website:

 MMA-endorsed version (bearing MMA logo)

 Editable version – facilit ies may insert their 

own logo
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MN POLST In the News

 Minnesota Medicine: “The Need for 

POLST: Minnesota’s Initiative” By: Lem 

Vawter, M.D., M.P.H., and Edward Ratner, 

M.D., January 2010

 Star and Tribune: “New tool lets patients 

call the shots at end of their lives” By: 

Josephine Marcotty, March 10, 2010.

 MMA press release – March 30, 2010
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MN POLST Implementation

 Honoring Choices MN – (Community-wide advance care planning 
initiative is using the POLST form)

 Allina -- using the POLST form (inpatient, hospice and homecare 
patients).

 Park Nicollet – legal counsel has approved the form.

 Duluth – Outreach programs going on to educate about the 
POLST form.

 Emergency Medical Services Regulatory Board (EMSRB) – Has 
posted the POLST form on its website. Ambulance service medical 
directors around the state are starting to use the form.

 Hospice MN -- Requesting information about it.

 Nursing home medical directors – Requesting information about 
it.

 Individual clinics are starting to use the form.
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Summary

 After a long wait, a single Minnesota 

POLST form has been created and 

endorsed by EMS.  

 Dissemination and implementation of the 

form are underway.

 The form and its accompanying materials 

can be found at:  mmaonline.net
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Contact Information

 Karolyn Stirewalt, J.D.
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